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.
IINATION, EFFICIENCY & EFFECTIVENESS

~peated theme of the Vienna Declaration and Programme ofAction adopted
11 0 .

.grld Conference on Hwnan Rights in Vienna, Austria, on 25 June 1993 is the
0'1;:';:' .

'n~mased co-ordination of hwnan rights initiatives within the United Nations

epreambular recitals, it is recited that the "activities of the United Nations

efield of hwnan rights should be rationalised and enhanced in order to

ekgilien the United Nations machinery in this field and to further the

:6jbcrlves of universal respe'ct for observance of international hwnan rights

of Part I of the Vienna Declaration, a call is made for the

.·~l1gthening, as well as the "more efficient and transparent" conduct of theg., "

rograrnmes of advisory services and techoical co-operation under the Centre

,or Hllman Rights so that these may become a major contribution "to improving

esp~ct for hwnan rights";

'I'he\vhole of sub-part A of Part II of the Vienna Declaration is concerned with
. , .

::,increasedco-ordination on hwnan rights within the United Nations system". It
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ps"for increased co-ordination in support of human rights and fundamental

¢~,~!l1S within the United Nations system. To this end, it urges all United

aIions organs, bodies and specialised agencies dealing'with human rights "to

ooperate in order to strengthen, rationalise and streamline their activities,

lng into account the need to avoid unnecessary duplication". The theme of
..,;~ -;' ".

ffectiveness, efficiency and expeditiousness is also reflected in numerous
;:,'

aragraphs of Part II. See esp para I I. So is the perceived need for "a coherent
1E.::},':'-·

approach". See para 12. The need for regular programme and project

:~~l~ations, held periodically, is reflected in Part II, para 16;
l'r;

~;priority proposal for the establishment ofa High Commissioner for Human

~ts (Part II, para II) must itself be seen as a proposal for the improvement

. ''The urgency of improved coordination is reflected in the proposals, at the close

:pf tlle. Vienna Declaration, concerning implementation and monitoring

lIlethods. See Part II paras 83ff. Thus para 88 recommends consideration of

;lildy of "existing human rights treaty bodies and the variou~ thematic

echim.isms and procedures with a view to promoting greater efficiency and
'i

meffectiveness through better coordination of the various bodies, mechim.isms

simd prdcedures, taking into account the need to avoid unnecessary duplication

Ariel overlapping of their mandates and tasks".

s:The specific proposal for the harmonisation and rationalisation of the work of

t,urs, representatives, experts, etc is contained in Part II, para 95 which reads:

"The World Conference on Human Rights underlines the
importance of preserving and strengthening the system of
speCial procedures, rapporteurs, representatives, experts and
ivorking groups of the Commission on Human Rights and the
Bub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and

.. .frotection ofMinorities, in order to enable them to carry out
'" iheir mandates in all countries throughout the world, providing
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them with the necessary human and financial resources. The
,p~ocedl~res and mechanisms should be enabled to harmonise

'. and rationalise their work through periodic meetings. All States
- are .asked to cooperate fully with these procedures and

mechanisms. "

!sals'for the follow-up of the recommendations of the World Conference on

. r;Rights were contained in paras 99 and 100 of Part II of the Vienna

iIENin. This meeting must be seen as one response to the Vienna Declaration

ftlie'recbInmendations for follow-up.

',rrtiesponding in this way, the World Conference on Human Rights answered

'~~6fthe Secretary-General (Mr Boutros Boutros-Ghali) in his address at the

6fthe Vienna Conference on 14 June 1993. In the course of his remarks, the

."What do human rights amount to without suitable machinery
and structures to ensure their effectiveness. both internally and
internationally? Here again, the Vienna Conference must 'not

. lapse inta unpraductive debates or futile polemics. To avoid
,t'thiS, the conference must go back to the very essence ofhuman

lX' rights in international SOciety, and to what is unique about
them. ... Human rights give rise toa new legal permeability.
They should thus not be considered either from the viewpoint of
absolute sovereignty or from the Viewpoint of political
intervention. On the contrary, it must be understood that human

. rights call far cooperation and coordination between states and
international organisations. The Vienna Conference has

.therefore rightly decided to evaluate methods and machinery for
';guaranteeing human rights with a view to imprOVing them. It is

indeed important that all ofus here be aware ofthe changes that
have taken place, where such forms ofcontrol are concerned, at

administrative and jurisdictional levels and in the
operational sphere. "

Opening Statement of the United Nations Secretary-General, Boutros Boutros

in'\.Vorld Conference on Human Rights, United Nations", 13-15.,iJ '
Later in his address, the Secretary-General acknowledged candicjly (ibid 15):
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"Within the United Nations, a proliferation of bodies each
entrusted with monitoring implementation of a specific
convention can even be noted"

. ,

After reviewing the enormous range and complexity of the demands for United

tions support for human rights initiatives, the Secretary-General·concluded with a
\'0' ,

. to !he Vienna Conference to offer suggestions, innovations and proposals "to give

'easing substance to this human rights diplomacy". He underlined the importance
;,>, .,

'ch he attached to human rights in action by asserting that they "permeate alI
";'>

ities of our Organisation, of which they are, simultaneously, the very foundation
'c.",",:

supreme goal".

,In his fIrst address to the Commission on Human Rights as United Nations

Commissioner for Human Rights, Ambassador Jose Ayala Lasso touched many
~. ,. . .

Human rights is increasingly entwined ~ith oilier activities of the

(para 4). The Vienna Declaration is itself a "most striking

ifestation of the process of the maturing of the conscience of mankind" (para 5).

'post of High Commissioner is to provide "the voice of the moral conscience of

d" (para 7). But there is a need (or cooperation and support and "the closest

most coordinated dialogue, including with the organisations of the United Nations

fern, other inter-governmental organisations, national human rights bodies and

ii'ggQs".'The theme of increasing effectiveness runs through the High Commissioner's
'"-'iP'-'

f~ss'(see also esp paras 14 and 16).

f"It is against this background, and the necessary reflection upon improving the

'hinery of the United Nations encouraged by the coming 50th Anniversary of its

Iblishment, that this meeting of Special Rapporteurs / Representatives / Experts and

"The folIowing comments are advanced by a comparatively newly appointed

,cia! Representative (November 1993). What some of them lack in maturity of
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artd length of reflection, others may compensate by a new perspective and

Ai RAPPORTEURS I REPRESENTATIVES

Ce~i1for a Manual - Special Representatives do not necessarily come to their

lthortt a background of experience in international agencies. In the nature of

Cmost. of those appointed have had some experience, in diplomacy or

fnt service, in other international bodies or in non-governmental

'sations. Otherwise most would not be entrusted with the high responsibility of

,ttI!ent as a Special Rapporteur I Representative etc. By the same token, some

)jlI1e t(), the post without a precise knowledge of what is expected. Assumptions

;h~t)s known by the appointee may prove unwarranted. For these reasons, it is

llbl~. that a manual should be prepared containing the material relevant to the
<_ JL·' .

iarge by the office-holder of the general duties of office. It would be desirable for

{a Illlglual to include, in addition to basic and specific United Nations texts:

{CAnate (to be prepared) on the history and achievements of past Special

.)~.apporteurs / Representatives;
;';j.;-;~- t,

~;g~.. reflection on the need to pursue achievable goals within the context of the

.j, United Nations' own functions and objectives;
8,,'

.;\Jist of current Special Rapporteurs I Representatives etc with telephone and
,~_.-~ ,

fax contacts in case of overlap between the several concerns of, eg, country and

·~,.tltematic appointees;

'0. A note of basic data concerning the Human Rights Commission and the
}}·ti1

'c~General Assembly and of the procedures adopted for the presentation there of
",-,"- . ~. ,

reports of the Special Rapporteurs / Representatives, etc; and

Notes of guidance on dealing with the media, given the positive role which the

media can play in sustaining United Nations efforts on human rights (see

Address of the High Commissioner, para 18).
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Updating material - Although on my appointment I received much useful data

fie to my Mission, general material was not supplied. In order that Special

,rteurs J Representatives, etc, can place their own efforts within the context of

r~Fc()veralldirectionof United Nations initiatives and priorities it is important that

.' should be proyided with:

Copy of the Vienna Declaration and Programme ofAction June 1993;

""'Copy'of the Opening Statement to the Vienna Conference by the Secretary

";Gerieral of the United Nations;

':;Copy of the Joint Declaration ofRapporteurs made at the Vienna Conference;

,.r1''Copy of the Inaugural Statement by the High Commissioner for Human Rights

10 the 50th Session of the Corrunission on Human Rights, 3 March 1994; and

'Copy of subsequent important human rights statements by the Secretary

"Gerieral, the High Corrunissioner and the Assistant Secretary-General for

"HUInaD. Rights during their term of office.

l,ltdhis is done will the Special Rapporteurs / Representatives etc be able to

~",Qlatthey keep up to date with the broader picture of human rights initiatives

}lJ!~ertaken within the United Nations by the Commission on Human Rights, the

P~rrunissioner, the Assistant Secretary-General for Human Rights and the

,JiJ()! Human Rights.

;~;gonsultations - UN agencies - Following my appointment for Cambodia, I

,edi'rom ,another visit to Europe to consult in Geneva with officers at the Human

2"c::entre and others. Emphasis upon coordination among UN agencies is given

,~.H'jgh Corrunissioner's address (para 11):

"1 have been entrusted with the immense task of coordinating
these activities within the United Nations system. 1 should like,
on this occasion, to mention the important work which is being
carried oUI in their respective areas by UNESCO, ILO, WHO,
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.FAO, UND?, UNICEF, UNHCR and of course the Secretariat.
':Coordination with these and other bodies of the United Nations

will be directed in an effective manner towards ensuring the
common objective and this will have a multiplying effect in
terms ofbenefits and will avoid unnecessary duplication. I shall
endeavour, to the greatest possible extent, to draw upon the
experience ofthese bodies, and I shall be gUided by the desire to
help them to be as effective as possible in the area of human
rights." .

In the context of my own appointment to Cambodia, the unique participation of

';>'any ,united Nations agencies and the express requirement of the mandate of the

,~:cial Representative for Human Rights in Cambodia, necessitated consultation with

19~ant United Nations agencies in Geneva. Other non-United Nations bodies of an
!liIf .

··~li!~rnational character having a presence in Cambodia were also involved, including

. Jemational Committee of the Red Cross and the Inter-Parliamentary Union. The

'$rill'S which also h.a.d their counterparts in Phnom Penh and were repeated in

"Ya':at the time of the presentation of the fIrst report to the Human Rights

"~iion proved extremely productive. Not only did they help to minimise the

. ~bilities of institutional terntorial conflict. They also maximised the exchange of

alion, suggestions concerning priorities, coordination among the agencies

"~elves, the reduction of duplication and the enhancement of efficiency. All of

. ate the objectives of the Vienna Declaration, the Secretary-General, the High

'ssioner and the Centre, under Mr Fall. Thought might be given, in appropriate

_ to' institutionalising consultation of this character by Special Rapporteurs /

~6fal'Representatives etc.

"Consultation with NGOs - The great importance of non-governmental

'''slitions in the present protection of human rights was stressed by the Secretary

era!: .

"Nothing would be more detrimental to States themselves th~n to
leave private agencies or non-governmental organisations to
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)tqke sole responsibility for protecting hl(man rights in individual
'Siates. "

ve functions of non-governmental organisations and the vital stimulus which

'Q~de to respect for human rights found reflection in the Vienna Declaration.

"Recognises the important role of non-governmental
orgalJisations in the promotion of all human rights and in

.; 'humanitarian activities at national, regional and international
levels. The World Conference on Human Rights appreciates
their contribution to increasing public awareness on human

. rights issues, to the conduct of eduction, training and research
'in this field and to the promotion and protection of all human
'rights andfundamentalfreedoms."
~)

appointment as Special Representative, I convened in

C;;nd later in Phnom Penh and Battambang in Cambodia) meetings with the
';'f:~

!ntemational and national human rights organisations. A further meeting with

~GOs relevant to Cambodia was held in Paris. ,Upon the presentation of my

"f:tantive report to the Commission on Human Rights a further such meeting

nvened in Geneva. Again, this provided a stimulus of ideas, suggestions for

fc'!lf.eas for attention and, upon the presentation of the report, opportunities to

g,.to searching questions concerning the report and the future programme.

"~~,such questions should be examined and ideas exchanged face to face rather

ta.tfriticism and suggested failings be read for the first time in the media. Often

f~~ye contact with relevant individuals and groups that can be of great
;.; "

t81!c~ to Special Rapporteurs / Representatives. Regular meetings with key

'.'.including in Geneva, should be considered and in appropriate cases

'tionalised. The willingness of Special Rapporteurs / Representatives to respond

'''dgation and suggestions by such bodies is a way of enhancing accountability
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cing the risks of oversight, duplication,. false priorities, inefficiency and,
"l,;X;·,_

11, failure.

- The sponsors of resolutions which give rise to the

~ptof Special Rapporteurs I Representatives etc may, or may not, have a

enduring interest in the subject area of concern. There is, however, a

,i"gOpof it continuing interest. Thought might be given to institutionalising a

:ystem of consultation with, and regular reporting to, such sponsors, or such of
.'"
s,wish to take advantage of the opportunity. This was done in the case of

'lill., The cross-section of sponsors reflected differing perspectives about the

'. lor human rights concerns, Sensitivity to those perspectives can not only be

QJh~ Special Rapporteur I Representative etc. It can help avoid mistakes and
·'c'·'·

!~i,th,e passage of reconunendations and the continuance of support by the

czyerview - If an important aspect of the High Commissioner's role will be the

,ation of the work of Special Rapporteurs / Representatives, the promotion of

~kand ensuring the resources necessary, thought might be given to the ways in

"\he reports of individual office-holders, could be simplified for conununication

'Short notes in any Annual Review by the High Commissioner or the Centre for

uman Rights concerning the main points of the Special Rapporteur's /

Representative's work and notable achievements; and

Preparation of a Newsletter covering such work and sharing throughout the

United Nations system knowledge of activities of more than specialised
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human rights concerns. Sensitivity to those perspectives can not only be 

... th~ Special Rapporteur I Representative etc. It can help avoid mistakes and 

the passage of recommendations and the continuance of support by the 

on Human Rights. 

Ov,prview - If an important aspect of the High Commissioner's role will be the 

of the work of Special Rapporteurs I Representatives, the promotion of 

ensuring the resources necessary, thought might be given to the ways in 

reports of individual office-holders could be simplified for communication 

itMedj.a releases; 

notes in any Annual Review by the High Commissioner or the Centre for 

Rights concerning the main points of the Special Rapporteur's I 

fR,eprese:nt!lti,'e"s work and notable achievements; and 

;Prep!lfation of a Newsletter covering such work and sharing throughout the 

Nations system knowledge of activities of more than specialised 

,toI)OSoalshave budgetary implications. But international support for the work of 

Rapporteurs I Representatives etc depends, in part, upon communicating 



~)lcthe Organisation and to the international media, in a digestible form,
C'.. 'j.~, <

'li9J:l on the work done, achievements made and even failures in human rights

which need priority attention.

ssessment and follow-up - It is essential that Special Rapporteurs /
;:'. '.:.;

j1~atives etc should not consider that the writing of detailed reports constitutes

'Ire fulfilment of their mission. That mission is to translate respect for human
:.

.ilI1to ."increasing the effective guarantees" (Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-
''1> '.

1~~:.,2!). It appears to be essential that more consideration should be given to the

IJlPcOf reports. Not only will this be an auditing procedure for the compliance
i';"··

l)JeF .countries of the United Nations with the guarantees of human rights. It

q;.b~ a useful audit of the work of the Special Rapporteurs / Representatives etc

es. From the scrutiny of measures and approaches to that work, some lessons
~. ' ',' . '

. A,erived concerning the approaches that should be taken in fulfilling such
."',~

JJMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

s':Central role - The Vienna Declaration, the Statement by the Secretary

Land the Address by the High Commissioner for Human Rights all emphasise

..Jral importance of the Commission on Human Rights, its marvellous and

ing achievements and the need for it to be supported. The High Commissioner

"[The] globalisation {of human rights]' and internationalisation
;,care .also, undoubtedly, one of the substantive results of this

almost half century of activities of the Commission on Human
Rights. Through its work, many injustices have been corrected,

t 'many deviations in human conduct have been rectified and many
hopes have flourished everywhere. For this reason, the
Commission on Human Rights deserves the gratitude of

i mankind ... "
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',rtlieless, to a newcomer, certain inefficiencies appear, respectfully, to have
.j.•,'-.. 'the current operations of the Commission. In particular, the way in which

-oc .apporteurs / Representatives make a brief oral presentation and leave,

M~~~ted, soon thereafter, suggests the possibility of a failure to maximise the
-~-}i:;<-;" _ . .

IlA'rlhe presence of the Special Rapporteur / Representative in the company of so

i~Bnguished international participants - governmental, non-governmental and

~o~e at least of them might be expected to have a particular interest in the

:;ili~ Special Rapporteur / Representative etc beyond hearing the brief oral

- Thought might be given to new procedures for the

.Honof supplementary reports by Special Rapporteurs / Representatives etc at

:where representatives of governments and non-governmental organis"ations

·sent. This would help to increase the accountability of Special Rapporteurs /

"_niatives for their reports. It would permit relevant feedback, criticisms,
}:\'p,

lIons for future activities and comments on perceived duplication or overlap

~tH~y have escaped attention. If the Special Rapporteur / Representative merely

";~~;(his or her report, waits around for a short time for informal discussions in
. .

->.-

,hies and then leaves Geneva or New York, an important opportunity for

'ta6ility and interchange of ideas has been lost. The utility of the physical

of the Special Rapporteur / Representative etc is not thereby maximised.

boiJ.sideration may need to be given to the reorganisation of the work of the

ssion, to provide for subordinate sessions where the Special Rapporteurs /

ntlltives etc could be rendered more accountable for their reports and for the

(expenditure of the resources devoted to them.

~Coordination - Consideration might be given to coordinating meetings of
!!W' .
~~lar Special Rapporteurs / Representatives with common interests and / or all
~;"""

~c,l;~l Rapporteurs / Representatives etc at some time during the Commission on

~~ Jtights when their presence was not required before the Commission. This
I!\t'"'"

jjj[iq"jieip minimise travel and other costs necessarily involved in such meetings. It
,~r
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~lso help to facilitate the interchange' amongst Special Rapporteurs /

,ntatives having common interests in overlapping themes,

ecretariat staff - Members of the Secretariat of the Centre for Human Rights

,tedly form a good opinion over time concerning those reports and activities of

"Rapporteurs / Representatives which can be seen as successful and those less

'1st "success" is problematical and dependent, in part, upon considerations

~·the control of the Special Rapporteur / Representative etc it could be helpful to

'e informed reflection of experienced Secretariat officers on their perspectives.

16uld not inhibit the independence of the appointees,

At some future time, it could be useful to seek to identify. the qualities which

pst valuable in an appointee as Special Rapporteur / Representative etc,

ding that such qualities will vary according to the needs of particular offices,

{ensuring a diversity of recommendations to the Secretary-General, including

(opriate number of women, might also be considered. The practitioners of

rights must be foremost in observing their precepts,

OrganisationCwide concerns - Special Rapporteurs / Representatives should

.!Ves be alert to concerns of the United Nations relevant to the discharge of their

.rive. mandates, Thus in the mandate on Cambodia, two matters of general

came to notice and were the subject of specific recommendations, One of

;related to the conduct of peace-keeping and other United Nations officials.

, , complaints about United Nations personnel, including those who had been

:rs of UNTAC Forces led to a proposal by me that Guidelines should be

"Pi~d which included instruction of US personnel in social relations with the host

~I~tion, in proper sexual practices including safe practices to prevent the global
~/ '

1I~:of mY/AIDS and in providing for the receipt, investigation and appropriate
"W'

t1'ons for misconduct See Report of the Special Representative on the Situation of

Rights in Cambodia, Addendum, page 23, para 80-8 L A further matter of

COncern was the need for new initiatives on land (anti-personnel) mines.

a special problem in Cambodia, this is one which extends beyond that
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'iinto other areas of United Nations concern. It led to the recommendation to .

'¢retaIY-General to convene an international conference for an urgent review of

;;,vention on Prohibition and Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional

hswhich may be Deemed to be Excessively Injurious or to Having Detrimental

'1980. The Commission on Human Rights expressed its grave concern at the

riminate use of anti-personnel land mines in Cambodia. It may be hoped that

.ecommendation (ibid page 23, paras 75-79) will receive some stimulus from the

'$ssion's resolution and concern. Such matters of general concern, arising out of
("-

ular mandates, should be drawn to the notice of the Commission, the Centre, the

4il;;tommissioner and the Secretary-General for such action as they deem
r;;:~>--

·~Jlriate. Special Rapporteurs / Representatives should not tailor their reports and

endations to second-guess the political expediency of their concluded opinions

the collective experience of Special Rapporteurs /

.,entatives etc, and by the sharing of such experience, it may be hoped that the

:-;i;mance of office-holders will be improved, duplication avoided, coordination

ced, economy promoted and the cause of human rights - which is our common
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